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Railyard Enterprise Project
Phase 2: Supplemental Scoping
Steering Committee Meeting #1
January 5, 2017
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Agenda
1. Welcome, Introductions, Changes to the Agenda
2. Public Comment Period
3. Status of Project
4. Scope of Work
I.

Tasks

II. Schedule
III. Key Risks and Items of Interest
5. Process Moving Forward
6. Next Steps
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Railyard Enterprise Project Purpose & Need
The purpose of the Railyard Enterprise Project (REP) is to
develop a network of multimodal transportation
infrastructure improvements in the Pine Street and
Battery Street area, and to:
1.

Support economic development in the area;

2.

Improve livability of the surrounding neighborhoods;

3.

Enhance multimodal travel connectivity between the Pine Street
corridor and Battery Street in the Burlington Waterfront South area;
and

4.

Improve intermodal connections to the Burlington Railyard, a NHS
designated intermodal facility, while reducing the impacts of freight
operations on adjacent neighborhoods.
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Status of the Project
Phase 1: REP Scoping/PEL
•

City Council Resolution (Dec 21, 2015): Advance three REP Alts into
NEPA

•

Final Scoping/PEL Report: http://www.ccrpcvt.org/our-

work/transportation/current-projects/scoping/railyard-enterprise-project
Alternative 1B

Alternative 2

Alternative 5B
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Status of the Project
Phase 2: REP Supplemental Scoping of Alt 1B
• VTrans, City and CCRPC discussions (summer 2016) on

ways to expedite delivery of the REP
o

Explore the feasibility of using state/local funding to
advance Phase 2 Alt 1B thus avoiding a possibly long and
costly federal environmental permitting process

•

Scope of Work Development: Fall 2016

•

City Council Resolution (Nov 28, 2016): Move
forward with REP Supplemental Scoping
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Alternative 1B
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Scope of Work
• Task 1: Field Data Collection

Tasks 1-3 are under contract.

– Surveys
– Cultural & Historic
– Utilities

Tasks 4-5 will be determined
based on outcome of Task 3.

• Task 2: City Council Endorsement & Start REP Phase 2
• Task 3: Develop Preliminary 1B Alignments
–
–
–
–

Cross-sections
Railyard options. Crossing track, moving track, etc.
Evaluation matrix
City and VTrans agreement to move forward with a specific 1B
alignment with local and state funding

• Task 4: Alt 1B Conceptual Plans
• Task 5: Final Reporting and Presentations
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Schedule
Tasks

Dec 16

Jan 17

Feb

March

April

May - Sept

Oct - Nov

Task 1: Field Data Collection
Task 2: City Council
Endorsement & Start REP
Phase 2
Task 3: Develop three
Preliminary 1B Alignments;
Meetings with Steering
Committee, Stakeholders and
City Council.
Task 4: Alt 1B Conceptual
Plans
Task 5: Final Reporting and
Presentations

Note: See attached detailed schedule
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Project Risks
Top Identified Risks
• Hydraulic issues at Superfund area
• Stormwater
• Roundhouse location
• Managing hazardous soils during construction
• Historic nature of entire Independent Block
• Flexibility within Railyard
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Moving Forward & Next Steps
• Task 1 Field investigations continue
• Task 3 Alt 1B alignment planning work starts, including:
o

o

o

o

Initiate cross-section development with options
including, minimal width, through railyard and/or
structures.
Evaluate 1B alignments based on previously developed
criteria/methodology
Meet with Stakeholders (April), Steering Committee
(late April/early May) to review 1B evaluation results
Steering Committee recommends next steps for the
City’s and VTrans’ consideration
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Moving Forward & Next Steps
• Task 3 Alt 1B alignment planning work (Continued)
o

o

Steering Committee recommends next steps for the City’s
and VTrans’ consideration
 Recommends a specific 1B alignment for further
evaluation in Task 4 of this supplemental scoping work;
Or
 Recommends that federal funding should be used for the
REP implementation. Advance REP Alts 1B, 2 and 5B into
NEPA.
VTrans and City Council makes the decision (May/June 2017)
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Contacts

Jonathan Slason
Consultant Team Manager (RSG)

jonathan.slason@rsginc.com

www.rsginc.com
Eleni Churchill
CCRPC Project Manager

echurchill@ccrpcvt.org

Project Web Site
http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/scoping/
railyard-enterprise-project/
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110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, Vermont
802.846.4490
www.ccrpcvt.org

Railyard Enterprise Project (REP)
Supplemental Scoping Study
Steering Committee #1 Meeting Notes

http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/scoping/railyard-enterprise-project/

DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:
PRESENT:

January 5, 2017
6:00-7:30 PM
Burlington Department of Public Works, 645 Pine Street
Please See Attached

1) Welcome, Introductions, Changes to the Agenda
At 6:10PM, Eleni Churchill of the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC)
welcomed everyone and introductions were made. Eleni noted that the final report from the
earlier phase of the project, the Scoping/PEL, is now available on the website:
http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/scoping/railyard-enterprise-project/. Tonight, is the
first meeting of the Supplemental Scoping Phase of the REP. All members of the initial REP
Scoping/PEL Steering Committee agreed to participate in the committee for this Supplemental
Scoping, with the exception of Julie Campoli, a Burlington resident, who opted not to continue
serving on the Steering Committee. There were no changes to the agenda.
2) Public Comment Period: Allan Hunt offered the following comments: I’ve lived on Maple
Street in the study area for 10 years and owned property in the area for longer. Thank you for
doing this project; this is an important project for the residents. According to the census, we
have residents in the area with the lowest income in Vermont. Refugees and low income
people in subsidized housing generally don’t have a voice and don’t come to these meetings.
It’s difficult to get people engaged. We knew there is currently a problem with traffic and that
the problem would get worse when the parkway is built. What worries me most is that there
are a lot more kids in the neighborhood and they are not always aware of the implications of
traffic. Whatever we can do to decrease traffic in the neighborhood is important.
3) Status of the Project
The Railyard Enterprise Statement Purpose & Need statement remains the same:
The purpose of the Railyard Enterprise Project (REP) is to develop a network of multimodal
transportation infrastructure improvements in the Pine Street and Battery Street area, and to:
1. Support economic development in the area;
2. Improve livability of the surrounding neighborhoods;
3. Enhance multimodal travel connectivity between the Pine Street corridor and Battery
Street in the Burlington Waterfront South area; and
4. Improve intermodal connections to the Burlington Railyard, a NHS designated
intermodal facility, while reducing the impacts of freight operations on adjacent
neighborhoods.

The first Phase of the REP, the Scoping/PEL Phase, was substantially completed when the City
Council passed a resolution on December 21, 2015 to advance three roadway alternatives into
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process. As the final Scoping/PEL report was
being finalized, VTrans, City and CCRPC staff discussed options to expedite the process and final
delivery/construction of the REP. They proposed exploring the feasibility of using state and local
funding only so that the project wouldn’t go through a long and costly NEPA process, with an
uncertain final outcome. Chapin Spencer of DPW further explained that the REP area is
complicated, it has an adjacent Superfund site, historic/archaeological sites and a historic
district, and other environmental issues we need to address. The question is can the roadway
be built faster and less expensively with solely state and local funding. The City Council
approved exploring this feasibility and moving forward with the Supplemental Scoping work at
their November 28, 2016 meeting. The REP Steering Committee was reconvened to oversee this
Supplemental Scoping (second) phase of the REP.
Eleni briefly reviewed Alternative 1B:

4) Scope of Work
Jonathan Slason, RSG Project Manager, described the scope of work as refining Alternative 1B.
He noted that the roundabout is not finalized for the intersection of Pine Street and the “new
street.” The bulk of this effort is to understand the constraints of fitting a new roadway in this
very narrow corridor. The study team will look at multimodal demands, reducing traffic in the
Maple/King neighborhood, and environmental constraints. A field survey is underway to
identify possible impacts to adjacent properties including the railyard and private properties.
Chris Jolly of FHWA asked if the right-of-way for individual parcels available. Jonathan replied
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that the VSA is doing a boundary study that will provide more clarity than any GIS layer
available now. Results will be available the week of January 9th.
4A) Tasks
Task 1
Field Data Collection with surveys, cultural and historic issues, utilities (completed)
Task 2
City Council Endorsement (completed) & Start Phase 2 (today)
Task 3
Develop Preliminary 1B Alignments with cross-sections, railyard options including
crossing track, moving track, etc., create an evaluation matrix, City and VTrans
agreement to move forward with a specific 1B alignment with local and state funding
Task 4* Alt 1B Conceptual Plans (not contracted yet)
Task 5* Final Reporting and Presentations (not contracted yet)
*Tasks 4 and 5 will be determined based on the outcome of Task 3.
4B) Schedule

Schedule
Tasks

Dec 16

Jan 17

Feb

March

April

May - Sept

Oct - Nov

Task 1: Field Data Collection
Task 2: City Council
Endorsement & Start REP
Phase 2
Task 3: Develop three
Preliminary 1B Alignments;
Meetings with Steering
Committee, Stakeholders and
City Council.
Task 4: Alt 1B Conceptual
Plans
Task 5: Final Reporting and
Presentations

Note: See attached detailed schedule
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The next Steering Committee meeting will be in April where evaluation results of different 1B
alignments will be presented and discussed and where the committee will either identify a 1B
alignment to recommend to the City Council for advancement into Task 4 or recommend
advancing the REP into NEPA.
4C) Top Identified Key Risks
• Hydraulic issues at Superfund area
• Stormwater
• Roundhouse location
• Managing hazardous soils during construction
• Historic nature of entire Independent Block
• Flexibility within Railyard
Railyard Enterprise Project (REP) Scoping/Planning & Environmental Linkages (PEL) Study
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5) Process Moving Forward & Next Steps
• Task 1 Field investigations continue
• Task 3 Alternative 1B alignment planning work starts, including:
• Initiate cross-section development with options including minimal width through
railyard and/or structures
• Evaluate 1B alignments based on previously developed criteria/methodology
• Meet with stakeholders/technical people (April), Steering Committee (late April/early
May) to review 1B evaluation results
• Steering Committee recommends next steps for the City’s and VTrans’ consideration
o Recommend a specific 1B alignment for further evaluation in Task 4 of the
supplemental scoping work; OR
o Recommend that federal funding should be used for the REP implementation.
Advance REP Alts 1B, 2, and5B into NEPA.
• VTrans and City Council makes decision (May/June 2017)
Discussion
Jim Lockridge of the King Street Neighborhood Revitalization Corp. asked when the Steering
Committee, public, and the creative community will consider amenities such as benches,
exhibits, and bus shelters. He would like to consider external funding for these items. Jonathan
replied that this phase will not get into that level of design; rather we’ll look at an alignment for
the roadway with a cross section that will identify opportunities for amenities. Chapin sees this
roadway as a key connection. Once a viable route is found, we’ll determine the space available
for amenities.
Joan Shannon of the City Council is concerned about the left-turn onto the new street from
Pine. She’s concerned that a “hard” left may dissuade vehicles from taking the new route. She
wants to make sure to steer traffic off of Pine Street to protect the established neighborhoods.
Mary Anne Michaels of Vermont Railway echoed this concern and especially wants to keep
pedestrians off the new street because people and trains don’t mix well.
Allan Hunt asked about the impact of new federal and state administrations on the fate of this
project. Chris Jolly doesn’t see much change in terms of annual funding although new
regulations are more difficult to predict. There is a discussion of increased investment for
infrastructure. Meagan Tuttle of Planning & Zoning noted that new funding mechanisms will
take years to put in place.
Chris Jolly noted that even though the roadway might move forward with state and local funds
it is logical to add it to the federal aid system and depending on the classification of the new
road (arterial vs collector) there could be design requirements that need to be followed. He
asked that FHWA be made aware of the proposed classification and design so everyone can
work together.
Michele Boomhower of VTrans explained that the new Governor has expressed an interest in
not raising taxes. VTrans is seeing reduced revenues from gas taxes and registrations that will
force a roll back of the 2017 budget and a constrained 2018 budget. This project is a few years
out so it’s too early to say how the state transportation funding levels will impact this project.
There are 2-4 years of legacy projects like Champlain Parkway on the books now.
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Michael Monte of the Champlain Housing Trust asked when the committee will review the Pine
and “New Street” Intersection more closely. Jonathan responded that an “operational analysis”
of the intersection will be presented and discussed at the next Steering Committee meeting.
This will include an analysis of the roundabout versus a signalized intersection.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:15PM.
ATTENDEES - Members Present
First
Last
David
Allerton
Amy
Bell
Michele
Boomhower
Chris
Jolly
Jim
Lockridge
Noelle
Mackay
Mary Anne
Michaels
Michael
Monte
Joan
Shannon
Chapin
Spencer
Meagan
Tuttle

Organization
DPW
VTrans
VTrans
FHWA
King Street Neighborhood Revitalization Corp.
CEDO
VT Railway
CHT
City Council
Burlington DPW
Burlington Planning & Zoning

ATTENDEES - Others Present
Last
First
Eleni
Churchill
Marshall
Distel
Allen
Hunt
Kirsten
Merriman-Shapiro
Diane
Meyerhoff
Sue
Scribner
Jonathan
Slason
Mark
Smith

Organization
CCRPC
CCRPC
Burlington Resident
CEDO
Third Sector Associates
VTrans
RSG
RSG
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Railyard Enterprise Project
Supplemental Scoping Planning Study
Steering Committee Meeting #10
May 30, 2018
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Tonight’s Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Welcome, Introductions, Changes to the Agenda
Public Comment Period
Status of Project
Outcomes from this Meeting
Review of Work Completed
Evaluation and Scoring of the Options
Discussion & Comments
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Original REP Scoping/PEL Study
Alternative 1B was chosen for further evaluation
under Supplemental Scoping
Original Scoping/PEL Project:
Alternatives Selected by the
City Council to move into
NEPA: 1B, 2, and 5B

December 2015
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Goal of the
Supplemental REP
Scoping Study:

REP Alternative 1B

Further evaluate the REP
Alternative 1B and explore
the feasibility of
implementing this project
with state and local
funding thus avoiding a
long and costly federal
NEPA process
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Status of Project: Tasks Completed
• Extensive data collection efforts
– Surveys
– Archaeological & Historic
– Utilities, Stormwater & Soils

• City Council Endorsement (Nov 2016)
• Steering Committee Meeting (Jan 2017)
• Numerous meetings with stakeholders:
–
–
–
–

VRS & Private Property Owners
VTrans, City, CCRPC, RSG Staff and other Consultants
State Historic Preservation Staff and Advisory Council
CCRPC Brownfields Advisory Committee

• Develop and Evaluate Preliminary 1B Alignments
• Present Results at Today’s Steering Committee Meeting
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REP Supplemental Scope of Work
• Task 1: Field Data Collection
• Task 2: City Council Endorsement/Start Supplemental
Scoping
• Task 3: Develop and Evaluate Preliminary 1B
Alignments
• Task 4: Alt 1B Conceptual 3D Plans
• Task 5: Final Reporting and Presentations
Tasks 4-5 may move forward based
on outcomes from Task 3.
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Outcome of the Meeting
The Steering Committee is expected to…
• Provide comments on the REP 1B Alignment
(Variations 1, 2 or 3) & a Pine Street Intersection
Alternative (Signal, Roundabout, Tangent). These
comments will be conveyed to the City Council for
consideration

The Steering Committee is not expected to…
• Determine whether the recommended alignment
/intersection should be funded with state and local
funding only – that is up to the City and VTrans
7
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Review of Work Completed
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Task 1: Field Data Collection
• Site survey (Jan. 2017)
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Task 1: Field Data Collection
• Site survey (Jan. 2017)
• Roundhouse investigation
– Northeast Archaeology
Mapping Study (Nov. 2016)
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Task 1: Field Data Collection
• Site survey (Jan. 2017)
• Roundhouse investigation
– Northeast Archaeology
Mapping Study (Nov. 2016)
– UVM CAP Survey (May 2017)
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Task 1: Field Data Collection
• Site survey (Jan. 2017)
• Roundhouse investigation
– Northeast Archaeology Mapping
Study (Nov. 2016)
– UVM CAP Survey (May 2017)
• Independent Block Historical
Review
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Task 1: Field Data Collection
• Site survey (Jan. 2017)
• Roundhouse investigation
– Northeast Archaeology
Mapping Study (Nov. 2016)
– UVM CAP Survey (May 2017)
• Independent Block Historical
Review
• Underground Utilities Analysis
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Task 1: Field Data Collection
• Site survey (Jan. 2017)
• Roundhouse investigation
– Northeast Archaeology
Mapping Study (Nov. 2016)
– UVM CAP Survey (May 2017)
• Independent Block Historical
Review
• Underground Utilities Analysis
• Soils and Hydrogeologic
Assessment at 339 Pine/Old
Street Department parcel (April
to Aug 2017

In summary, our opinion is that
construction of a roadway through
the Study Area is feasible, but
that additional testing/evaluation is
necessary.
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Task 2: Burlington City Council Endorsement
• City Council approved this supplemental phase of
work 11/18/16
• Steering Committee kicked off this phase 1/1/17
– Reviewed key tasks
– Risks to the project
• Internal Stakeholder Group meeting 2/10/17
– Outlined next steps
– Kicked off investigation
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Task 3: Development of 1B Alignments
• Roadway stage 1 development Jan 2017
• Natural and cultural resources review Feb-May 2017
• Engagement with VRS (5+ meetings) and assessment of
railyard impacts and mitigation March 2017-March 2018
• Meetings with private property owners June 2017
• Roadway stage 2 development Sept 2017-Apr 2018
• State Historic Advisory Council meeting Jan 2018
• Evaluation matrix development March-May 2018
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REP Alt 1B Alignments
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Alignment Options…
• Variation 1
• Variation 2
• Variation 3
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Alignment Variations North of Pine
Variation
Variation 1
Impact Horn Track

Variation
Variation 2
Impact Buildings

Variation
Variation 33
Pinched Cross-Section
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Alignment Impacts North of Pine
Variation
Variation 1
Impact Horn Track

Variation
Variation 2
Impact Buildings

Variation
Variation 33
Pinched Cross-Section
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Differences in Alignments North of Pine
Criteria

Variation 1

Variation 2

Variation 3

High
Private Property
Impacts

Low

High
Railyard Impacts
Potential
Roundhouse
Impacts
Parking Spaces
Impacted

• Independent Block’s
south end
• 216 Battery St
(“Rambler” building)

Low

Low

High

Relocate horn track
and 3 operations

Relocate CaCl

Relocate horn track
and 3 operations

Medium

Low

Medium

25

57

39

(including 14 on S.
Champlain)

(including 14 on S.
Champlain)

(including 14 on S.
Champlain)
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Pine St. Intersection
Options
• Signalized T-Intersection
• Roundabout
• Tangent

Alignments
are all the
same on
South
Champlain
and north of
the Pine St
intersection
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Intersection Options at Pine Street
Signalized ‘T’

Roundabout

Tangent
PINE ST

PINE ST

PINE ST

23
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Differences in Pine Street Intersections
Signalized ‘T’

Roundabout

Tangent

Private Property
Impacts

Low

Low

Low

Traffic Diversion
from Pine

35%

35%-59%

59%
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Stormwater
• The City and the Regional Planning Commission are
halfway through a stormwater management plan for
the area involving the REP
• Phase 1 identified two possible outfalls which would
accommodate the REP stormwater as well as adjacent
land not currently accommodated in the stormwater
system
• Phase 2 & 3 of the plan will refine costs and add details on
the concepts that will be included in Task 4 (3D Conceptual
Plans), if pursued
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Evaluation of Options
Key Criteria:
-

Cost estimates
Transportation impacts
Environmental resource impacts
Private property impacts
Railyard impacts
Local & regional issues

26
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Evaluation Matrix
Railyard Enterprise Project - Scored Evaluation Matrix - 5/24/2018
CRITERIA
CONCEPTUAL COST ESTIMATE
1 Roadway Construction
2 Mitigation of Railyard Impacts
3 Right of Way
TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS
4 Bicycle & Pedestrian Impacts
5 Traffic
6 Transit Impacts
ENVIRONMENTAL/RESOURCE IMPACTS
7
Archaeological Sites
8
9 Deed Restricted Properties
10 Flood Hazard Zones
11
Hazardous Waste Sites
12
13 Cultural: Historic Buildings
14 Pervious Area
15 Utilities - Aboveground
16 Utilities - Underground

SPECIFIC MEASURE

Source

Cost of Materials, Construction, Engineering, and Contingency
Cost of Land Acquisition and Relocation of Structures/Operations
Cost of Land and Building Acquisition

RSG
VHB and VRS
City Grand List, including CLA

RSG CAD analysis
Pedestrian and Bicycle facilities
Diversion of Traffic from Pine (%) - 2035 based on Pine/Maple intersection RSG traffic model of T and tangent
REP Stakeholder Meeting 4/19/18
Qualitative
TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS Sub-Total

Number of Non-Roundhouse Sites Impacted
Design Features over Roundhouse
Quantity Impacted
Area within Flood Hazard Zone (SF)
Quantity of Low Priority Sites Impacted
Quantity of SMAC Sites Impacted
Quantity impacted
New Pervious Area (SF)
Degree of impact
Degree of impact

UVM CAP Report #730
Survey received 5/12/17
EPA Superfund Records Collection
FEMA DFIRM GIS data
VT DEC GIS data
VT DEC GIS data
City of Burlington
RSG CAD analysis
Survey received 1/13/16
Survey received 1/13/16 and City GIS data

ENVIRONMENTAL/RESOURCE IMPACTS Sub-Total
PRIVATE PROPERTY IMPACTS

bold items are those that involve ROW takings; non-bold are functional impacts

17
Independent Block - 241 S. Champlain
18
Street
19
20
Curtis Lumber - 315 Pine Street
21
22
23 Rambler Building - 216 Battery Street
24
25
MGD Inc Parking Lot
26
27 Citizen Cider/USPS - 7 Kilburn Street
28 339 Pine Street (City DPW)

Area Acquired Without Building (SF)
Area Acquired With Building (SF)
Degree of property use impacts
Non-Building Area Acquired (SF)
Shed Relocation (yes/no)
Area Acquired Without Building (SF)
Area Acquired With Building (SF)
Degree of property use impacts
Non-Building Area Acquired (SF)
Number of Parking Spaces Impacted (number)
Area Acquired Without Building (SF)
Area Acquired Without Building (SF)

RAILYARD IMPACTS
29
VRS
30

Area Acquired (SF)
Degree of property use impacts

RSG CAD analysis
RSG CAD analysis
RSG CAD analysis
RSG CAD analysis
RSG CAD analysis
RSG CAD analysis
RSG CAD analysis
RSG CAD analysis
RSG CAD analysis
RSG CAD analysis
RSG CAD analysis
RSG CAD analysis

PRIVATE PROPERTY IMPACTS Sub-Total
RSG CAD analysis

RAILYARD IMPACTS Sub-Total
LOCAL & REGIONAL ISSUES
31 Satisfies Purpose & Need
32 Conformance to Local/Regional Plans
33 Environmental Justice

Yes/No
Yes/No
Qualitative

Purpose and Need Statement
PlanBTV and ECOS plans
RSG memo 1/7/14

LOCAL & REGIONAL ISSUES Sub-Total
TOTAL SCORE

Pick a top…
North of Pine intersection
Variation 1
Variation 2
Variation 3

No Build

T (Signal)

...and a bottom
Pine intersection
Roundabout
Tangent

$0
$0
$0
0
0
n/a
0
0

$10,000,000
$3,580,000
$131,451

$10,000,000
$820,000
$2,235,397

$10,000,000
$3,540,000
$142,133

$3,800,000
n/a
$443,648

$7,200,000
n/a
$569,102

$5,700,000
n/a
$604,186

1
1
1
3

1
1
1
3

1
1
1
3

1
1
1
3

1
1.5
1
3.5

1
2.0
1
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
no
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-1
-1
0
0
-1
0
0
1
-1
0
-3

-1
0
0
0
0
-1
-1
1
-1
0
-3

-1
-0.5
0
0
-1
0
0
1
-1
0
-2.5

0
0
-1
0
0
0
0
1
-1
-1
-2

0
0
-1
0
0
0
0
2
-1
-2
-2

0
0
-1
0
0
0
0
2
-1
0
0

-1
n/a
n/a

n/a

0

n/a
n/a
n/a

reflected in cost estimate
-0.5
n/a
n/a

-2
n/a
n/a

reflected in cost estimate

-1

reflected in cost estimate
0

n/a
n/a
reflected in cost estimate
-1
-1
reflected in cost estimate

-2
reflected in cost estimate
0
-1
reflected in cost estimate
reflected in cost estimate
-0.5
-5

-1

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
reflected in cost estimate
reflected in cost estimate
-1
-1
-1

reflected in cost estimate
-1
-1

-3
-3

n/a
0

-3.5
-3.5

0

reflected in cost estimate
n/a
n/a
0
0

No
n/a
n/a
0

1
1
1
3

1
1
1
3

1
1
1
3

1
1
1
3

1
1
1
3

1
1
1
3

0

-1

-3

-0.5

3

4

6
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Ranking
Alignment

Ranking

Intersection

Ranking

Variation 3

1st

Tangent

1st

Variation 1

2nd

Roundabout

2nd

Variation 2

3rd

Signalized ‘T’

3rd

28
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Total Costs
Variation 1

Variation 2

Variation 3

Signalized ‘T’

$18.0M

$17.3M

$18.0M

Roundabout

$21.5M

$20.9M

$21.5M

Tangent

$20.1M

$19.4M

$20.0M

Note: These cost estimates include high contingencies for the various construction tasks

Cost Range = $17.3M to $21.5M
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Top Identified Project Risks
Hydraulic issues near
superfund area

Conducted field tests of soil and water quality
monitoring and installation of test wells in the
location of the road alignment

Stormwater

Stormwater management plan identifying ways to
accommodate flows from road and surrounding area

Roundhouse location

Physical excavation and survey to confirm location
and extent. Advisory Council was open to mitigation
through excavation, documentation and capping

Hazardous soils on-site

Assume throughout and manage through cost
estimates and construction/engineering

Historic nature of
Independent Block

Confirmed that entire building is contributing
resource. Advisory Council was open to discuss
mitigation of partial physical impacts to the building.

Railyard Operations

VRS engaged throughout. Proposals and costs
estimates for relocation certain services on and offsite.
30
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VRS Comments
• There are still unresolved issues with mitigation options for
railyard operations with all alignment variations
• Alignment variations 1 and 3 are the most disruptive to the
operations of the railyard
• Access to the yard from the north is restricted with all
variations but especially with 1 and 3
• Railyard operations might require a controlled (signal)
access to the yard across from South Champlain St.
• Alignment variation 2 preferable to 1 or 3
• Prefer the “Tangent” option at the Pine Street intersection
31

31

Steering Committee
Discussion and Comments

32
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Next Steps
• City Council Meeting (June 2018)
– Council will consider whether an option should progress
with local and state funds. If Yes, then select an option
(alignment & intersection).
– If Yes, move forward with additional plan development
(Task 4) which can refine cost estimates by 10% to 15%.

• If City and VTrans decides the REP requires federal
funding then it will revert back into the federal
environmental permitting process (NEPA)
– Evaluation of broad range of alternatives in addition to the
three REP Phase 2 Alternatives approved by the City
Council in 2015.
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Contacts

Jonathan Slason

Consultant Team Manager (RSG)

jonathan.slason@rsginc.com

www.rsginc.com
Eleni Churchill

CCRPC Project Manager

echurchill@ccrpcvt.org

Project Website:
http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/scoping/railyard-enterprise-project
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110 West Canal Street, Suite 202
Winooski, Vermont 05404
802.846.4490
www.ccrpcvt.org

Railyard Enterprise Project (REP)
Supplemental Scoping Phase of the Project
Steering Committee #2 Meeting Notes
Presentation available at: http://www.ccrpcvt.org/transportation/scoping/railyard-enterprise-project/

DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:
PRESENT:

Wednesday, May 30, 2018
6:00-8:00 PM
Burlington Department of Public Works, 645 Pine Street
Please See Attached

1) Welcome, Introductions, Changes to the Agenda
At 6:00PM, Chapin Spencer of the Burlington Department of Public Works welcomed everyone
and introductions were made. There were no changes to the agenda.
2) Public Comment Period: Members of the public were offered the opportunity to openly
participate in the meeting and no comments were made.
3) Status of the Project
Eleni Churchill of the Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC) reviewed the
project to date. At the conclusion of the Scoping/PEL phase of the Railyard Enterprise project
(REP) in December of 2015, the Burlington City Council selected three REP Alternatives (1B, 2,
and 5b) to move forward for consideration under the National Environmental Policy Review Act
(NEPA) process. The NEPA process is required for all projects that use federal funds. In 2016,
the City, Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) and the CCRPC, with the City Council’s
approval, initiated a more in-depth/Supplemental Scoping of REP Alternative 1B with the goal
of determining whether the project could be funded solely with state and local funding
(thereby eliminating a possible costly and time-consuming NEPA process). Eleni provided a
general overview of the REP Supplemental Scoping tasks completed to date including extensive
data collection, City Council endorsement (November 2016), Steering Committee Meeting
(January 2017), and numerous meetings with stakeholders. Under Task 3, the team has
developed and evaluated preliminary 1B alignments for review by the committee. The
remaining Task 4 (Alternative 1B conceptual three-dimensional plans) and Task 5 (Final Report
and Recommendations) may move forward depending on the outcomes from Task 3. For more
information please see the Steering Committee presentation posted on the REP web page:
https://www.ccrpcvt.org/our-work/transportation/current-projects/scoping/railyard-enterpriseproject/.

4) Outcomes from this Meeting
Eleni asked that the Steering Committee provide comments on the 1B Alignment (Variations 1,
2, 3) and a Pine Street Intersection Alternative (Signal, Roundabout, Tangent). These comments
will be conveyed to the City Council for consideration. The committee is not expected to
determine whether the recommended alignment/intersection should be funded solely with
state and local funding; that decision will be made by the City and VTrans.
5) Review of Work Completed
Jonathan reviewed, in detail, the work completed including field data collection, City Council
endorsement, development and evaluation results of three Alternative 1B alignments and Pine
Street intersection options. The alignment variations are as follows:
• Variation 1: This variation impacts the Vermont Rail Systems’ horn track by relocating
westward over the buried roundhouse. There is no impact to buildings.
• Variation 2: This variation impacts the southwest edge of the Independent Block’s loading
area and the “Rambler” building. There is no impact to the horn track or roundhouse.
• Variation 3: The “Pinched Cross-Section” impacts the horn track and minimizes impacts to
the roundhouse and buildings. It provides a narrow cross-section (37-foot minimum) at a
pinch-point between the roundhouse and the Independent Block. There is no green strip in
the “pinched” segment.
Alignment Variations North of Pine Street Intersection
Variation 1: Impact Horn Track

Variation 2: Impact Buildings

Variation 3: Pinched Cross - Section
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Alternative options for the Pine Street/new REP roadway include a signalized “T” intersection, a
roundabout, and a “tangent” (realignment of Pine St.) – see figure below.
Signalized T-Intersection

Roundabout

Tangent: Realignment of Pine St

Michael Jager, a property owner, supports this project because it provides relief for the
neighborhood. He asked if the amount of new growth in the city and particularly in the South
End currently underway combined with the time it will take to actually complete the roadway
will still offer the same traffic benefit to the neighborhoods after it’s built. Jonathan responded
that the general traffic growth may increase; however, with the REP, there will be less traffic at
the Maple St and King St neighborhoods than if the project were not to be built. The Tangent
intersection diverts more traffic out of the neighborhoods and onto the REP new road than the
other options.
6) Evaluation Results & Ranking of Three REP Alignments
Jonathan presented an evaluation matrix that provided scoring of the three alignment
variations and intersection options based on the following criteria: cost estimates,
transportation impacts, environmental resource impacts, private property impacts, railyard
impacts, and local/regional issues. Based on the evaluation scores the alignments were ranked
(from highest to lowest): Variation 3, 1, 2 and the Intersections were ranked Tangent,
Roundabout, Signalized “T.” Preliminary total project costs estimates range from $17.3 to $21.5
million. Jonathan described the project risks at this point in the process:
Top Identified Project Risks
Hydraulic issues near
Superfund area

Conducted field tests of soil and water quality monitoring
and installation of test wells in the location of the road
alignment

Stormwater

Stormwater management plan identifying ways to
accommodate flows from road and surrounding area
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Roundhouse location

Physical excavation and survey to confirm location and
extent. Advisory Council was open to mitigation through
excavation, documentation and capping

Hazardous soils
on-site

Assume throughout and manage through cost estimates
and construction/engineering

Historic nature of
Independent Block

Confirmed that entire building is contributing resource.
Advisory Council was open to discuss mitigation of partial
physical impacts to the building.

Railyard Operations

VRS engaged throughout. Proposals and costs estimates
for relocation certain services on and off-site.

Vermont Rail Systems (VRS) staff were unable to attend tonight so Eleni summarized their
comments:
• There are still unresolved issues with mitigation options for railyard operations with all
alignment variations
• Alignment variations 1 and 3 are the most disruptive to the operations of the railyard
• Access to the yard from the north is restricted with all variations but especially with 1 and 3
• Railyard operations might require a controlled (signal) access to the yard across from South
Champlain St.
• Alignment variation 2 preferable to 1 or 3
• Prefer the “Tangent” option at the Pine Street intersection
In response to a question, Eleni noted that tonight’s conversation and comments from Steering
Committee members will be conveyed to VRS.
Jim Lockridge of the King Street Neighborhood Revitalization Corp. asked about costs associated
with environmental/safety issues such as idling cars and signals versus roundabouts. Jonathan
responded that these issues were not explicitly included in this evaluation but other criteria
used during the evaluation are partially addressing the environmental issues.
Neil Mickenberg, Burlington Resident, asked if the project team secured agreements from VRS
and private property owners for impacts from the REP. Eleni answered that the team is still
working with VRS and will also meet with private property owners in the very near future. Neil
expressed concern that the committee cannot make an informed recommendation without
understanding the position of the property owners. He’s concerned that we are ahead of
ourselves in terms of going to the City Council and making a decision. Eleni responded that the
impacts (on all resources) needed to be quantified to better understand the risks of the project.
The property owners need this information before they can evaluate their options. Neil noted
that the environmental and resource impacts are similar among the variations.
Chris Jolly of FHWA asked about the northern access to the railyard. Jonathan responded that
there will be a security fence along the railyard and a break somewhere in the northern end for
railway access. Chris asked if an Act 250 permit is required; Jonathan is not sure at this point
but he will check and possibly add it to the risks of this project.
Railyard Enterprise Project (REP) Scoping/Planning & Environmental Linkages (PEL) Study
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7) Discussion and Comments on Alignment Variations & Intersection Alternatives
Neil supports the Tangent intersection in order to reduce the impact on the King Street
Neighborhood. There is no dramatic difference among the alignment variations; he suggests
being pragmatic by choosing whichever option has the most landowner support to enable the
project to proceed.
Jim sees himself as the neighborhood quality-of-life steward. There should be no intrusion on
the private buildings and therefore he does not support Variation 2. He cares about safety for
all users and therefore does not support Variation 3 because of the reduced green belt where
the shared use path abuts the road. His philosophy, integrity, and concern for safety leads him
to support Variation 1. As for intersections, there is a group of people in Burlington advancing
best transportation practices including the increased safety of roundabouts over traffic signals.
This information is critical for informed decision making. He supports the roundabout as the
best option based on safety benefits and the best facility to act as a gateway to the downtown.
Michael Monte of the Champlain Housing Trust sees the Tangent intersection as the best choice
for the King Street Neighborhood. He’s not a fan of roundabouts especially for safe pedestrian
access. Variation 1 has the least impact on property owners and provides the economic benefits
expressed in the project’s Purpose & Need. He hopes that the railroad, as a large entity can be
flexible and resourceful and find ways to accommodate changes and improve operations in the
yard.
Joan Shannon hopes we can bring attention to the historic aspect of the roundhouse; currently
it is underground and out-of-site. She supports the Tangent intersection and she’s not a fan of
roundabouts. As a bike rider she finds roundabouts difficult to navigate. As for the alignment
variations, neighborhood protection should be paramount including employment and economic
opportunity and to minimize impact to private property and community.
Alan Hunt, a Burlington Resident, asked if the shared use path is negotiable. Eleni responded
that the path meets requirements of the project’s Purpose & Need and should remain in the
alignments. It was pointed out that we might consider trimming the green belt north of South
Champlain to minimize impacts to VRS and other properties– something that VRS also
suggested.
Amy Bell of VTrans noted that the shared use path is the most efficient way to serve both
pedestrians and bicyclists. Chapin further noted that it makes important connections to the
regional path system.
General conversation ensued which discussed attempts to reduce the overall cross-section.
Jonathan replied that in Variation 1 and 3, with a narrower cross-section by eliminating the
greenbelt, would still require moving the horn track but would reduce the overall area taken
from the railyard and from private property. Jim expressed a strong objection to this potential
option that would eliminate the green belt along the shared path.
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There was discussion on the historic and archeological resources in the area and it was
suggested there are many ways to honor the archeology of this area through interpretive
signage and retaining some parts of the historic structures.
Chris asked that the northern entrance to the railyard be indicated on the drawings. Jonathan
responded that the next iteration of plans will include this entrance/access as well as all other
curb cuts.
Kirsten Merriman Shapiro is concerned that curb cuts are not indicated on the drawings; these
are an important element to economic vitality. The Tangent intersection results in an odd
triangle of land. She wants to maximize the use of limited land, promote new development, and
keep property taxes down. She also posed the question on what will be the future use of 339
Pine?
Chip Mason, Ward 5 City Councilor, suggested that REP should be part of BTV South End.
Chapin responded that it will be included when the project is more defined.
Michael Jager thanked the team for addressing all the various interests in this project. He is
looking for relief currently from the poor condition of lower Battery Street which significantly
impacts his business. Chapin agreed to look at this issue again.
8) Next Steps
This summer, the City Council will consider whether REP should progress with local and state
funds only. If they support state and local funding, they will select an option (alignment &
intersection) and may move forward with additional plan development (Task 4). If the City and
VTrans decide the REP requires federal funding, then REP will revert back into the federal
environmental permitting process (NEPA) to evaluate a broad range of alternatives, starting with
the three Scoping/PEL Phase 2 REP Alternatives approved by the City Council in 2015.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:05 PM.
ATTENDEES First
Amy
Rodger
Chris
Jim
Kirsten
Neil
Susan
Michael
Joan
Chapin
Allegra

Members Present
Last
Bell
Brassard
Jolly
Lockridge
Merriman Shapiro
Mickenberg
Molson
Monte
Shannon
Spencer
Williams

Organization
VTrans
W5 NPA
FHWA
King Street Neighborhood Revitalization Corp.
CEDO
Burlington Resident
Burlington DPW
CHT
City Council
Burlington DPW
Local Motion
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ATTENDEES - Others Present
Last
First
Sarah
Bartlett
Ilona
Blanchard
Scott
Burbank
Eleni
Churchill
Allen
Hunt
Michael
Jager
Chip
Mason
Diane
Meyerhoff
Jonathan
Slason
Michael B. Smith
Susi
Taylor

Organization
Vermont DEC
Burlington Resident
VHB
CCRPC
Burlington Resident
Burlington Landowner
W5 City Councilor
Third Sector Associates
RSG
Vermont DEC
Burlington Resident
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Eleni Churchill
To:
Subject:

Eleni churchill
FW: Following Up

-----Original Message----From: Jacob Albee <jacobalbee@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 12:49 PM
To: Chapin Spencer <cspencer@burlingtonvt.gov>
Subject: Re: Following Up
[WARNING]: External Message
Hi Chapin,
I’m pretty sure you are correct about that mission statement, but I didn’t want to get into it any further last night. It is
somewhat irrelevant at this point, except that the new council members deserve the full history of how we got here, not
just the slices that serve the project’s moving forward, which is somewhat what I think they are getting.
My biggest complaints with this whole process are, firstly, that none of the concerns I have addressed over the years
have ever made it into a plan, despite me having more to (potentially) lose than probably any single person in this city.
A close second is that, despite my email being put on the list of people to contact probably a dozen times, I am
consistently not contacted about any meetings or information regarding this project. I have a very hard time not
thinking this has been deliberate. It is abundantly clear to me that Eleni has no time for my thoughts or opinions, which
should be the opposite given her position (and mine) in this project. I do not enjoy feeling like a constant thorn in the
side of this project at all, nor do I want to just assert my damaged ego, as I felt Steve Goodkind seemed to do repeatedly
last night. I am open to this project, I have questions about it, but I think the whole process has become political over
practical. I feel like the initial good-intentions and inclusion that you brought to the table when you became director
have been abandoned as a result, though I do not put that at only your feet. I have been fed so much contradictory
information over the past 8 years it makes my head spin. I have notes from years back that I have gone through just to
make sure of this, and one thing seems clear. The City of Burlington, the CCRPC, and maybe even you, just want me to
shut up and go away, and will say whatever is needed to my face to try and ensure that. From day one it was that way,
and while you brought a welcome and different vibe to things for a time, the fact is still the same. What is being missed
is the people. Measuring dollar amounts on paper is great, and obviously the starting place for the viability of
development projects. That said, VT Rail Systems will not lose anything in this deal. They will not pay for the changes,
they will still employ the same people, do the same things, and proceed as normal. The people and families that depend
on the businesses in these buildings will lose a lot. Maybe everything. The creativity and entrepreneurship that the
people here bring to the city is not measured only in dollars. These are lives of real people, and I think they are not
being heard. Putting a road seven feet away from a building is preserving that building, but destroying what happened
inside it. It looks good on paper, but in reality it’s basically the same as knocking it down. Especially if that road is just a
cattle-chute of a road, to funnel cars at 35mph from one street to the next. How will this “dingy” part of town look or
feel any better with this road? Simple truth: it won’t. You will just be able to drive through it now. Quickly. The rock
pile will still be loud and (illegally) dusty, the waste-water plant will still smell like a diaper 100 days a year, storm water
will flow unchecked into the lake even more, the bike/ped experience through the pinched road will be terrifying, public
access to the waterfront will be worse, not better, and my building will likely still be under-invested in, because it is not
practical. I am repeatedly told it won’t be like that, but have seen nothing to convince me of this. If we are going to do
this, let’s do it right, because doing it wrong is so much worse than doing nothing at all. The argument given last night
that this project needs to proceed because of all the time and money spent on it so far is the worst kind of illogical
thinking, even worse than the argument it should get built because the Feds will pay for most of it. Those are hopelessly
flawed arguments. Again, I am not saying no to the REP in theory, and my eyes and ears are open. It is too bad that we
were unable to do something with just local dollars, and that the process is so cumbersome, time- intensive and
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expensive, but maybe the difficulty in getting it done is evidence we are doing it wrong? Or, that it’s not worth it?The
only things I think former Director Goodkind got right last night were that this project is not a new idea, and is just about
correcting the Connector/Parkway project’s ills. That and a very development-at-all (human) costs mayor. Let’s actually
solve problems, not just relocate them for $20 million. Road construction does not solve traffic, as you well know. Let’s
plan 50 years out, like we talked about at all the city planning meetings when PlanBTV was being done. I strongly fear
we will not be proud of this project 50 years from now, as it currently exists. Show me a slow and enjoyable street,
show me how the city is going to help my building adapt to its new reality. By avoiding the structure of the buildings,
are Jason Adams and I going to be left without compensation for the damage done to the usefulness of them? Will
there really be any economic development in this area? What development happens right next to speeding cars and no
sidewalk? Or, will I and my tenants just be collateral damage to another failure of leadership, in the name of “progress”
and the willfully-ignorant attempt at solving a traffic problem by paving more roads. These are the conversations not
being had, and definitely not being heard.
I thank you for your thankless job, I really do, and I look forward to talking about this in the near future.
On a personal note, I do not equate you with your job. I know I have said this before, but I like you very much as a
person, whether I agree or disagree with what you are charged with doing professionally. Likewise, I am also not to be
measured solely by my feelings about this project, or how certain parts of the city government have dealt with me in the
past. Let’s just say that if Burlington was a friend of mine, I would have serious doubts about my friendship with them
over the past 8 years. Communication, honesty, and trust builds friendship.
I hope your family is well, give them my best, and have a good day today.
Thank you very much,
Jake
> On May 26, 2020, at 7:19 PM, Chapin Spencer <cspencer@burlingtonvt.gov> wrote:
>
Please note that this communication and any response to it will be maintained as a public record and may be subject to
disclosure under the Vermont Public Records Act.
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Eleni Churchill
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jacob Albee <jacobalbee@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 4:27 PM
Eleni Churchill
Chapin Spencer
Re: REP Supplemental Scoping - Final Draft Report

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Hello Eleni,
Thank you for sending that along, I appreciate it. I have read it through, and have the same concerns that I have voiced
all along. Perhaps Chapin shared my email to him after the TEUC meeting, but I will try to be succinct. I worry that, if
built as proposed, it will prove successful at only one of the stated goals, which is to alleviate traffic congestion and
improve livability in the Pine/Maple/King neighborhood. I also worry that the success felt in this area will be fleeting, as
cars and traffic generally expand to fill available streets, and that this problem is not so much solved as it is relocated.
Secondarily, the roadway in the pinched section will be most unpleasant to travel on by any means other than a car,
which I worry will be discouraging to ped/bike users, so we are designing an incomplete street that strongly favors
automotive use. This is counter to the future we say we are working towards in this city, so that is disappointing. I
generally believe in building nothing unless we can do it right, and history largely supports this approach.
Additionally, I find it really hard to justify the statement that the Rambler “building is not impacted with REP Variation 1
and Variation 3.” There will obviously be huge impacts to both of my buildings if there is a busy connector street mere
feet away. To claim otherwise in the text is, in my opinion, misleading at best. My biggest concern is no sidewalk and
green belt separating them. Why have the green belt, sidewalk and shared use path squeezed against a barrier fence?
There is nowhere to escape to in this design, the truck traffic in and out of VRS will have to negotiate bike/ped users,
and my buildings will have front doors that dump right into 35mph traffic. The south end of Independent Block suffers
the same fate, but worse. Two crosswalks at either end seem well worth it to me, for the private property owners, the
rail yard, and the non-automotive roadway users alike. Waterfront Diving Center also has a loading dock that will
potentially be made non-viable, which is essential to their business. Care was taken to discuss impacts to the businesses
in Independent Block, but not to my buildings. I have been told several times that there will be time to discuss this at
further meetings as things get finalized, but why not now? The sidewalk placement is a huge barrier for me in
supporting this project. I also think those voting on it should be given the best picture of what the project will look like
and cost, so if that change is truly on the table, it seems it should be part of the discussion now.
I would be more than happy to discuss these concerns, if anyone on the committee wishes. I am not opposed to this
project, in theory. In fact, I can see how it could be a mutual benefit to everyone, but this proposal does not achieve
that, in my opinion. At this point, I do feel like it is proceeding due largely to it’s own momentum, and because we have
the potential to bring in a lot of Federal investment to pay for it. Those are insufficient selling points for me. That said, I
think a sidewalk and foot and bike traffic in front of the buildings could potentially provide different tenant/business
opportunities for all private property owners adjacent to the REP roadway, as well as a far more enjoyable experience
for everyone using it.
I look forward to discussing this with you, and thank you for your attention.
Best,
Jacob
> On Jun 24, 2020, at 2:51 PM, Eleni Churchill <echurchill@ccrpcvt.org> wrote:
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